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Aquavar IPC Q&A 
QUESTION INDEX: 

1. Where is the drive information, such as model number and serial numbers located?

2. I would like to know if there is a simpler way to setup and configure this controller. I have no experience with this,

and the manual is over 136 pages.

3. I do not see the startup genie. I only see Smart Start.

4. Can the IPC run more than one pump?

5. What is different with the IPC duplex operation vs. a CPC duplex operation?

6. What is the maximum that I can oversize my drive?

7. Can the IPC be used on constant torque pumps?

8. Is there a Jog Mode parameter in the IPC to check rotation?

9. Can I change between Two Set Points remotely?

10. Do all the IPC drives have “Motor” on the terminals as shown in the IOM?

11. Is current/amperage setup in the Genie the primary monitor for pump protection?

12. How does No Flow Power Calibration work – is this based on Horsepower?

13. Can I use single phase input power?

14. Can you program the IPC without having the IPC connected to a motor?

15. My display is showing 320 PSI. I have no pressure in the line?

16. Why does the drive get to the set point and not shut down?

17. Why am I getting a W59 error when my pump is running?

18. When I push Auto ON, it displays Auto Remote Standby, and the pump does not run?

19. Why am I getting an A-2 fault?

20. My display is dark and not illuminated

21. My display is not showing PSI set point and actual PSI.

22. How do I change my set point?

23. The drive is constantly restarting once it cycles off.

24. I may have setup some parameters incorrectly. Is there a way I can reset the drive back to factory defaults?

25. Pump cycling during demand

26. I am missing my terminal blocks and other connectors.

27. I have a Duplex setup and my lag pump runs at Full Speed constantly.

28. I am getting a A60-interlock fault.
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1. QUESTION
Where is the drive information, such as model number and serial numbers located? 

1. ANSWER
The Aquavar® Intelligent Pump Controller identification label is located directly on top of the 
drive. It is a good practice to locate this label and record it, either by hand or with storing a 
digital image. In the event that there are any issues with initial delivery and startup, this 
information is going to be required. It is also required in the event of a warranty. There are 
also specific labels on the outside of the carton it was delivered in. 

2. QUESTION
Is there a simpler way to setup and configure this controller? 

2. ANSWER
There is a startup guide (AQUAVAR IPC Single Pump Installation and Start-Up Instructions 
- IM283) with wiring, programming, and illustrations to help you get it up and running 
effortlessly. It is located on our website:  
http://documentlibrary.xylemappliedwater.com/wp-
content/blogs.dir/22/files/2015/07/AquavarIPC_CentriPro_SinglePump_IM283_6-2016.pdf 

3. QUESTION
In my Quick menu in #4, I do not see the startup Genie. I only see the Smart Start. 

3. ANSWER
You may have changed this accidentally during intitial programming. Go into the Main 
Menu, Select 0 Operation/Display, and Select 0-0 basic Settings, and 0-01 Language. If 
you 

http://documentlibrary.xylemappliedwater.com/wp-content/blogs.dir/22/files/2015/07/AquavarIPC_CentriPro_SinglePump_IM283_6-2016.pdf
http://documentlibrary.xylemappliedwater.com/wp-content/blogs.dir/22/files/2015/07/AquavarIPC_CentriPro_SinglePump_IM283_6-2016.pdf
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see (0) English, change this to (122 ENGLISH US). Go back into the Quick Menu and #4 
should list the Start Up Genie. 

4. QUESTION
Can the IPC run more than one pump? 

4. ANSWER
The IPC can operate in duplex mode (two pumps maximum) providing lead/lag functionality 
as well as alternation, just like the CPC product. If the lead pump fails, the lag pump 
automatically comes on. It does not have to be manually turned on. Both IPC’s have to have 
their own PSI Transducer. Use the Duplex Startup Guide: Aquavar® IPC Quick Start-Up 
Instructions for Duplex Commissioning 
http://documentlibrary.xylemappliedwater.com/wp-
content/blogs.dir/22/files/2016/09/IMAQIPC_QuickStartUpInstr.pdf 

5. QUESTION
What is different with the IPC duplex operation vs. a CPC duplex operation? 

5. ANSWER
Duplex operation in the IPC is done by the analog signals between the two drives. This 
requires additional wiring between the IPC. You can buy a 3 foot (9K706) or 6 foot (9K707) 
connection cable to simplify your wiring. The included harness also included a color 
coded wiring manual (IM267). Also remember that the IPC can do a maximum of two 
drives and the CPC up to four. 

6. QUESTION
What is the motor range that I can use with my drive? 

6. ANSWER
All of our drives have a database in them that will allow you to enter the motor size in a 
range of up to four sizes down. Here is an example for 7.5 HP drives:  
Motor Horsepower: 2 HP, 3 HP, 4 HP, 5 HP, 7.5 HP 
Note: Make certain that you input the correct amperage rating of your motor during 
commissioning. 

http://documentlibrary.xylemappliedwater.com/wp-content/blogs.dir/22/files/2016/09/IMAQIPC_QuickStartUpInstr.pdf
http://documentlibrary.xylemappliedwater.com/wp-content/blogs.dir/22/files/2016/09/IMAQIPC_QuickStartUpInstr.pdf
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7. QUESTION 
Can the IPC be used on constant torque pumps?  

7. ANSWER 
Yes, the IPC can be configured for the constant torque nature of the positive displacement 
pumps. Set parameter 1-03 to Compressor torque. Positive displacement pumps sometimes 
require oversizing to accommodate the high starting torque requirements. Oversize by one 
size. 
NOTE:  Progressive cavity pumps may require even greater starting torques. In these cases 
the pump manufacturer should be consulted. 

8. QUESTION 
How do I Check the rotation of my motor? 

8. ANSWER 
Use the Hand Mode to check rotation. In Hand Mode you can select the frequency and 
speed you would like the motor to run manually and to also check your rotation. 

9. QUESTION 
Can I change between Two Set Points remotely? 

9. ANSWER 
Wire your external switch on DI33 terminal to change the set points. When you program 2 
set points in Startup Genie, the logic will auto configure DI33 for the 2 set point functionality. 
(DI33 Closed: Set point 1.DI33 Open: Set point 2). 

10. QUESTION 
Where are my motor terminals located?  

10. ANSWER 
Locate the terminal block with U(96), V(97), W(98) label. 

11. QUESTION 
Is current/amperage setup in the Genie the primary 
monitor for pump protection? 
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11. ANSWER 
Yes 

12. QUESTION 
How does No Flow Power Calibration work – is this based on Horsepower?  

12. ANSWER 
Yes. NFPC only needs to be done if you are enabling the No Water/Loss of Prime Function. 
Follow the procedure in the Quick Start Guide in the IOM. When the NFPC is completed it 
will automatically put the HP based on this calculation in the No Water/Loss of Prime Limit 
(HP) parameter. Based on this calculated HP, the IPC will shut down on No Water/Loss of 
Prime at this HP limit. Also please make certain that the lines are full and pressurized before 
performing. 

13. QUESTION 
Can I use single phase input power? 

13. ANSWER 
Yes. We have dedicated single phase input drives for single phase power applications. 
(Currently for 230 Volt applications and maximum 30 HP.) 

 
For single phase supply wiring, please use L1 and L2 as shown. 
NOTE: If you need to power single phase above 30HP contact factory for guidance. 

14. QUESTION 
Can you program the IPC without having the IPC connected to a motor?   

14. ANSWER 
Yes, you can program the IPC by providing supply power to the drive but without having the 
motor connections to the IPC. However, in order to configure correctly, you will need the 
specifications from your motor. You can also use the free MCT10 Software from your 
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windows based PC. Danfoss MCT-10 Software is a free download at DanfossDrives.com 
under the Software Downloads. 

15. QUESTION 
My display is showing 324PSI. I have no pressure in the line? 

15. ANSWER 
Shut the controller off, remove the keypad, and make sure your dipswitch for the analog 
input 53 is set to 4-20MA position. U: 0-10 VDV      I: 4-20MA 

Switches are located behind the keypad:   

16. QUESTION 
Why does the drive get to the set point and not shut down? 

16. ANSWER 
There are a number of things to check if the controller is not turning off the pump and the 
motor: 

• Verify you have installed a spring check valve before the transducer on the discharge 
side of the system. 

• Please make certain that you have properly sized and pre-charged your bladder tank. 
Use the 20/20 rule: 20 % of Max Flow GPM for sizing, and pre-charged 20PSI below 
your set point. 

• Leaks in the piping, fittings, bladder tank etc. 
• Verify that you have properly performed your No Flow Power Calibration.  

17. QUESTION 
Why am I getting a W59 error when my pump is running? 

17. ANSWER 
First verify pump rotation is correct. If it is correct, then the motor current and current limit is 
not setup correctly. Go back into the Genie, select Motor in the setup selection, and input 
the following: 
Motor current is: FULL LOAD AMPS (FLA) 
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Current Limit is: Service Factor AMPS / Full Load Amps 
Verify Motor nameplate RPM. 

18. QUESTION 
When I push Auto ON, it displays Auto Remote Standby, and the pump does not run? 

18. ANSWER 
Your jumper wire is not installed or making a good connection. To apply a start signal, 
connect a jumper wire between terminals 18 (DI 18, parameter 5-10) and 12 (24V dc).  A 
start command is given to the controller when terminal 18 is connected to 24V. 

19. QUESTION 
Why am I getting an A-2 fault? 

19. ANSWER 
Verify that your pressure transducer is wired correctly. Brown is on terminal #12 (24V), 
White is on terminal #53 (4-20MA). Place ground shield between spring clip and shielded 
cable. 

20. QUESTION 
My display is dark and not illuminated 

20. ANSWER 
Verify incoming power, and also check that the panel is set into its connector all the way. 
You can adjust the contrast on the LCP by pressing “Status” + up/down arrow. 

21. QUESTION 
My display is not showing PSI set point and actual PSI. 

21. ANSWER 
Cycle through the display options simply by using the up and down arrows until your desired 
data is displayed on the LCD. 

22. QUESTION 
How do I change my set point? 
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22. ANSWER 
Simply by selecting quick menu, my personal menu, and then inputting your desired PSI 
here. 

23. QUESTION 
The drive is constantly restarting once it cycles off. 

23. ANSWER 
Please check your system for leaks, a faulty check valve (required), bladder tank setting 
(20PSI below your shutoff), or a constant demand. You can also adjust the restart difference 
in the startup Genie for longer cycle times. 

24. QUESTION 
Is there a way I can reset the drive back to factory defaults? 

24. ANSWER 
Yes. Simply power off the drive, hold down the status, Main menu, and OK, buttons while 
re-applying power. Do not let go until you see initializing come on to the display. You can 
then let go and wait until it re-sets. Go back and reprogram in your startup Genie. 
You can also go to Main Menu, Go to Menu 14-22, operation mode, and select Initialization. 
Then cycle your power off. 

25. QUESTION 
My drive is going into sleep mode as soon as it reaches the set point. 

25. ANSWER 
Please verify that you have run your No Flow Power calibration. If you have not, go into the 
Genie and Select Pump Protection and follow the on screen prompts. Once you have 
completed this please try run some cycles to see if this remedies.  

26. QUESTION 
I am missing my terminal blocks and other connectors. 
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26. ANSWER 
The connectors and terminal blocks are shipped in a separate accessory bag in the 
envelope. These terminal blocks are left off during production for final validation testing in 
the factory. They do not ship without the terminal connectors. If you cannot locate your 
accessory bag, you can order your terminal blocks using the part numbers below. Please 
order from your frame size. 

9K686 Accessory Bag Frame Size A2 
9K687 Accessory Bag Frame Size A5  
9K688 Accessory Bag Frame Size B1  
9K689 Accessory Bag Frame Size B2  
9K690 Accessory Bag Frame Size B3  
9K691 Accessory Bag Frame Size B4  
9K692 Accessory Bag Frame Size B4 Large  
9K693 Accessory Bag Frame Size C1  
9K694 Accessory Bag Frame Size C2  
9K695 Accessory Bag Frame Size C3  
9K696 Accessory Bag Frame Size C4 Small  
9K697 Accessory Bag Frame Size C4 Large  

27. QUESTION 
I have a Duplex setup and my lag pump runs at Full Speed constantly.  

27. ANSWER 
Please verify that your dip switches are set correctly on both drives. A54 controls the Lag 
pump. Please refer to the IPC Duplex Troubleshooting Guide - IM290R00. 

28. QUESTION 
I am getting the A60-interlock fault.  

28. ANSWER 
You incorrectly setup your digital input #27 for pump protection during the startup. Go into 
menu 5-12 and change to (0) no operation. 
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